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H I G H L I G H T S 

 
 

• Studies targeting cortical changes that occur with motor expertise are reviewed. 

• Changes at local and network levels occur induced by lenghty-extensive training. 

• Cortical changes in experts are seen in areas related to the execution of the task. 

• Coexistence of different patterns between various areas makes it arduous to interpret. 

• sMRI and fMRI studies probing changes in large-scale complex networks are recommended. 
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A B S T R A C T 

 
 

Over the last two decades, there were many investigations on motor expertise but inconsistencies across findings 

exist. Thus, to unravel these discrepancies, we conducted a novel literature review, applying stricter inclusion 

criteria relative to those used in previous reviews. Consequently, this paper reviews the most recent MRI and 

fMRI literature which investigated structural and functional changes underlying motor expertise, defined as 

being the result of intensive and extensive motor training reflected by a sheer volume of at least several thousand 

hours. Changes were documented on a local level and on a network level where interactions between pairs of 

brain components were mainly considered. This review reveals that changes occur induced by lengthy-extensive 

motor training and that this training shapes the human brain in areas related to the execution of the task. It also 

highlights the coexistence of different cortical patterns within and between various brain areas/systems which 

makes it difficult to interpret. Using a large-scale complex network approach based on graph theory facilitates 

the identification of organizational patterns in brain network and thus enable interpretation. Other re- 

commendations for future research are: attention to participant recruitment, use of histological/biochemical 

techniques, and combination of sMRI and task-free/task-related fMRIs. 

 
 

 

 
1. Introduction 

 
Who has not been fascinated by the grace and the apparent ease of a 

gymnast performing a double somersault or the fluidity  and  finger 

speed of a pianist playing a piece of music? While their performances 

generally seem so easy and effortless, one can forget that the gymnast or 

the pianist has dedicated a large amount of time, energy, resources and 

effort to master these tasks to the point of perfection. These people are 

recognized as experts in the motor domain. They are able to reproduce 

superior performances with outstanding levels of consistency, stability, 

and quality. These superior performances are the result of extended and 

intensive   periods   of   practice   which   lead   to   cognitive,   motor, 

 
physiological, and neural changes. It is widely accepted that becoming 

an expert in a particular field requires several thousand hours of 

grueling efforts and practice (Ericsson and Lehmann,  1996;  Jancke, 

2009; Miall, 2013). Still, a question commonly asked is: which attri- 

butes differentiate (motor) expert performers from non-experts? 

The advent of neuroimaging techniques has provided insights into 

the neural mechanisms underlying motor expertise since these enable 

study of how the brain changes as a result of experience (i.e. learning 

and training). Changes can occur at structural and functional levels. 

Structural changes reflect changes in the neuroanatomical architecture 

(e.g., changes in cortical thickness, in gray and white matter tissues, in 

cortical networks). Conversely, functional changes describe changes in 
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the recruitment of neuronal tissues (e.g., changes in neuronal activity/ 

connectivity) when an individual is involved in a specific cognitive, 

motor, or resting-state activity. In a resting-state activity, subjects are at 

rest and not performing any explicit task. Contemporary neuroimaging 

technologies, such as voxel-based morphometry (VBM) or diffusion MRI 

(e.g., Diffusion Tensor Imaging: DTI and Diffusion Weighed Imaging: 

DWI), have  significantly contributed to the  study of structural brain 

matter architecture in healthy subjects (for further descriptions of these 

techniques see Box 1). On the other hand, functional cortical changes 

can be observed via functional MRI (fMRI) which enables visualization 

of the areas of the brain that are activated during the execution of a 

specific task or during rest (for further descriptions of the fMRI tech- 

nique see Box 1). 
 

Box 1 

Descriptions of VMB, Diffusion MRI, and fMRI technologies. 

 
 

Numerous investigations over the last two decades have been con- 

ducted regarding motor expertise (e.g., Chang, 2014; Debarnot et al., 

2014; Herholz and Zatorre, 2012; Jancke, 2009; Jancke et al., 2009; 

Yang, 2015) but inconsistencies across findings were observed. Just to 

name a few, when compared to non-experts, fMRI studies have found, 

in experts, reduced brain activity within task-relevant areas during the 

execution of motor-related tasks (Petrini et al., 2011, Haslinger et al., 

2004) whereas others have shown the reversed pattern (Calvo-Merino 

et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2011). Along the same lines, studies by Han 

et al. (2009) have reported greater FA values in experts whereas Imfeld 

et al. (2009) have revealed lower FA values. As for Schmithorst and 

Wilke (2002) and Bengtsson et al. (2005), they have found a combi- 

nation of greater  and lower values  in expert performers. To unravel 

these discrepancies, we conducted a novel literature review. Aware that 

sample constitution, characteristics of the practiced motor tasks, hours 

spent in training, measurement tools, and analyses used by researchers 

could all lead to bias, we adopted strict inclusion criteria. 

First, specific attention has been paid to the literature from the past 

fifteen years. Articles were found with the Pubmed and ScienceDirect 

data bases. The keywords were motor expertise, cortical changes, motor 

training, healthy subjects, sMRI and fMRI. 

Second, motor learning literature examining cortical changes over 

the course of learning was not considered because of the small amount 

of time spent in motor training compared to the sheer volume of hours 

practiced to achieve expertise. Research examining cortical changes 

induced by motor training has employed two approaches:  cross-sec- 

tional and longitudinal. In a cross-sectional approach, groups of in- 

dividuals possessing different motor skill levels are compared and re- 

searchers attempt to identify differences in their structural and/or 

functional cortical organization. In the majority of cases, the brains in 

motor experts have been examined and compared with those in  un- 

trained sedentary subjects at a single time point. As stated by Bezzola 

et al. (2012), these studies reveal the effects of the late stages of motor 

learning on cortical organization. Alternatively, to examine the time 

course of cortical  changes, longitudinal designs were employed in 

which healthy individuals were exposed to specific motor training in- 

terventions lasting several hours spread over a week or several months. 

These designs involved repeated measures of  cortical parameters 

throughout the intervention namely prior to the intervention onset, 

during the intervention, and after the intervention. Findings from these 

studies have mainly enabled cortical changes induced during the early 

stages of motor learning to be revealed (Bezzola et al., 2012). Conse- 

quently, only cross-sectional studies which have focused on cortical 

differences between motor expert performers and non motor expert 

performers were considered. 

Third, different forms of work requiring motor expertise, such as 

sport and music, were considered only if the size of the samples was 

greater than or equal to 10 and if expert and non expert group sizes 

were equal. Unequal sample sizes result in confounding whereas a small 

sample size does not enable statistical calculations to be accurate and 

 

Simply said, VBM is a structural MRI (sMRI) technique that in- 

volves a voxel-wise comparison of the local concentration of gray 

or white matter generally between two groups of subjects  or 

within a group (Mechelli et al., 2005). Two types of analyses are 

distinguished: non-modulated VBM and modulated VBM. The 

former analysis reveals differences in the relative concentration 

or density of gray or white matter (i.e., the proportion of gray or 

white matter relative to other kinds of tissues within an area) 

whereas the latter reveals differences in volume (i.e., the absolute 

amount of gray or white matter in different areas) (Mechelli et al., 

2005). Diffusion MRI is also a sMRI technique that enables 

mapping of the diffusion process of water molecules which can 

therefore reveal microscopic details about brain tissue archi- 

tecture (Hagmann et al., 2006). The diffusion criterion employed 

most frequently is the fractional anisotropy (FA) which appraises 

the directionality of diffusion within a voxel and the diffusivity 

trace which assesses the amount of diffusion. FA, which is gen- 

erally seen as a marker of the quality of white matter fiber tracts 

or white matter integrity (Alexander et al., 2007; Assaf and 

Pasternak, 2008), is a complex index since it expresses diverse 

structural properties of the white matter tissue such as axonal 

density and diameter,  myelination  and  fibre  complexity 

(Beaulieu, 2002). Finally, computation of the cortical thickness 

can provide important information about structural brain archi- 

tecture that is complementary to that collected and calculated via 

other structural MRI analyses (Hutton et al., 2008). Over the last 

years, investigation of structural connectivity has rapidly ex- 

panded. It refers to the existence of white  matter  fiber  tracts 

which directly connect different brain areas and allow these areas 

to communicate. This expansion is due to the development of the 

DTI and the advent of the graph theory in the field of neu- 

rosciences to assess brain networks (Barabasi and Albert, 1999; 

Bullmore and Sporns, 2009; Watts and Strogatz, 1998). Graph 

theory provides a mathematical framework to describe, quantify, 

and model the properties of large system of interconnected ele- 

ments. 

By contrast, fMRI provides an opportunity to investigate 

noninvasively regional activation or inter-regional connectivity 

when an individual performs a motor or cognitive task during a 

scan. Regional activation reflects local changes of activation in 

particular brain areas: it identifies areas whose activity fluctuates 

with the task at hand. In contrast, inter-regional  connectivity, 

which has grown in popularity over the last few years, in- 

vestigates how areas work together as a neural  network. Two 

kinds of connectivity have been distinguished: functional con- 

nectivity and effective connectivity (Friston, 1994, 2011). Func- 

tional connectivity refers to  the  degree  of  association  between 

two areas which can be evaluated by conducting an independent 

component analysis (ICA) (McKeown et al., 1998) or a seed-based 

analysis. Effective connectivity refers to the influence one brain 

area exerts over another one and can be assessed via structural 

equation modeling (SEM) (Buchel and Friston, 1997; McIntosh 

and Gonzalez-Lima, 1994), dynamic causal modeling (DCM) 

(Friston  et al.,  2003;  Stephan  et  al., 2007),  or Granger  causal 

analysis (GCA) (Goebel et al., 2003; Roebroeck et al., 2005). In 

addition to conventional task-related fMRI, brain activity during 

resting states has recently been investigated to detect functional 

changes induced by training and experience (e.g., Di et al., 2012; 

Luo et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2011; Taubert et al., 2011; Xiong et al., 

2009). It has been shown that the topography of functional net- 

works when at rest closely mirrored that of the functional net- 

works at play during the performance of tasks (Lewis et al., 2009; 

Smith et al., 2009). Likewise, as seen in the investigation of 

structural brain matter architecture, a network approach has been 

flourishing over the last years to probe functional network orga- 

nization. This approach using concepts such as graph, clustering, 

path length, modularity, can facilitate the identification of orga- 

nizational patterns in  a large-scale  complex  brain  networks 

(McIntosh and Korostil, 2008). 



reliable  which  subsequently  is  responsible  for  misinterpretations  of 

study findings. Participants should also be healthy adults. 

Fourth, since cortical changes depend on the types of movements 

executed by the subjects (Filippi et al., 2010; Jensen et al., 2005; Tyc 

and Boyadjian, 2006; Voelcker-Rehage and Niemann, 2013), only co- 

ordinative tasks were considered (e.g., balance, eye-hand coordination, 

leg-arm coordination, and reaction to moving objects and people; see 

Voelcker-Rehage et al.’s classification, 2013). Consequently, cardio- 

vascular, strength tasks, endurance, and reaction time tasks were ex- 

cluded from this review. 

Fifth, focus was put on studies using novel brain imaging technol- 

ogies such as sMRI (e.g., VBM, Diffusion MRI) and fMRI. Consequently, 

studies investigating practice-related changes and using tools such as 

transcranial magnetic stimulation, electroencephalography, and mag- 

netoencephalography were excluded. This criterion was chosen to en- 

sure that studies included in this review would share accurate spatial 

resolution (Yang, 2015). Regarding fMRI exams, as we investigated the 

effect of prolonged and intensive motor training on the brain, studies 

using motor tasks directly related to those performed daily in training 

were included in this review. Consequently, studies employing motor- 

related tasks such as imagery, observation, anticipation or motor 

planning were not considered. Task-free fMRI studies were also taken 

into account as there is a close match in functional brain architecture 

during rest and task performance (Cole et al., 2014; Lewis et al., 2009; 

Smith et al., 2009). 

Sixth, only studies using  whole brain analysis methods were se- 

lected. It is of utmost interest to get information on the whole brain as it 

is unlikely that a single area should be working on its own. Moreover, 

some teams arrived at conflicting results depending on the analysis 

performed: ROI and whole brain analyses (e.g., Hufner et al., 2011). 

Finally, studies investigating changes in cortical networks induced 

by intensive and extensive motor training were taken into account. To 

the best of our knowledge, such studies have rarely been included in 

motor expertise reviews. 

This literature review thus summarizes and discusses research in- 

vestigating structural and functional changes induced by an intensive 

and an extended period of motor training  in  music  and  sport. 

Alterations are documented on a local level as well as a network level. 

More specifically, one can wonder how brain structures and functions 

differ in motor expert performers and non-experts. Regardless of the 

nature of changes, be they structural or functional, are these changes 

reflected by higher or lower values in expert brains compared to non- 

experts? Where in the brain do these changes occur? And, do cortical 

changes take place in similar and/or distinct localizations for different 

kinds of motor expertise? 

 
2. Which attributes differentiate motor experts from non-experts? 

a local approach 

 
When examining the literature related to structural and functional 

cortical changes associated with motor expertise, 13 out of the 23 re- 

viewed studies focus on changes on a local level (see Table 1). Data are 

analyzed in a way where each area has been considered separately 

without taking into account relationships with other  areas.  Among 

these 13 studies, 11 focused on structural changes on a local level which 

have been documented in cortical thickness, in gray and white matter 

architecture. Among the remaining studies, which are of a functional 

nature, two investigated local activation. In this review, according to 

our third inclusion criterion, motor experts are from all walks of life 

ranging from music to sports. As the scientific community recognizes 

that motor training shapes the human brain in areas related to the 

execution of the task at hand, it is not altogether surprising to observe 

different areas at work when practicing multifarious motor disciplines 

(see Box 2). To identify common principles of brain changes induced by 

lengthy-extensive motor training, each identified area was ordered in 

the system it belongs to. Systems are identified on the basis of works by 

He et al. (2009) and Wang et al. (2013) who investigated the mod- 

ularity of human brain networks stemming from resting-state BOLD 

signals. Thus, five well known systems that are the sensorimotor/au- 

ditory, attention, visual, default mode, and limbic/subcortical systems 

are considered in this section. 

 

Box 2 

Different types of motor disciplines and their requirements. 

 

In the musical domain, playing an instrument requires translating 

visually perceived musical symbols into complex sequential di- 

gital movements and checking auditory output concomitantly. 

Consequently, auditory, motor and visual systems are enrolled 

(Zatorre et al., 2007). Moreover, expert musicians usually play in 

an ensemble where they have to interact with each other to 

produce a coherent and cohesive musical piece.  This  requires 

them to take visual cues from a conductor or from each other and 

to listen, at the same time, to their own part as well as to parts 

played by others which leads to  involve and develop their at- 

tentional system (Keller, 2001). It has also been shown that 

changes in brain structure varied between musicians based on the 

instrument they played. Bangert and Schlaug (2006) showed that 

pianists’ and violonists’ brains are anatomically different  and 

more specifically in the precentral gyrus associated with hand 

movement representation (Omega Sign). Pianists displayed a 

more prominent omega sign in the left hemisphere than in the 

right hemisphere whereas  violonists  exhibited  a  prominent 

omega sign only in the right hemisphere. In the sport domain, two 

subcategories are also identified according to the stability of the 

environment: closed and open/perceptually driven skills. Closed 

skills, in which the environment is highly consistent and pre- 

dictable, depends to a great extent on form for their successful 

executions (e.g., dance, gymnastics). These skills are initiated by 

a performer (self-initiated movements). In contrast, open skills, in 

which athletes must react in a dynamically changing and un- 

predictable environment, rely heavily on perception for their 

successful executions (e.g., fighting sports: judo, badminton; team 

sports: basket-ball, football) (Magill, 2010). These skills are re- 

ferred to as externally triggered skills since they are imposed on a 

performer by some external agents. Consequently, performing 

open-skill sports entails high levels of visual attention, fast and 

flexible decision making (Magill, 2010). This form  of practice 

contrasts with the execution of closed skill sports which requires a 

precise body segment organization combined with proprioceptive 

sensations and multisensory feedback as these skills strongly rely 

on form for their successful execution (Magill, 2010). Conse- 

quently, it is not altogether surprising to observe different areas 

at work when practicing these diverse motor skills. Moreover, it 

has been shown that self-initiated skills do not involve the same 

cortical areas/pathways as externally triggered skills,  though 

there may be some overlaps (Goldberg, 1985; Gowen and Miall, 

2007; Kuruma et al., 2007; van Donkelaar et al., 1999). For in- 

stance, Kuruma et al. (2007) showed that an internal loop, con- 

stituted of the SMA and basal ganglia, was preferentially at play 

when performing a self-initiated movement. Conversely, during 

the execution of an externally triggered movement, an external 

loop, composed of the parietal and lateral premotor cortices, was 

dominant. Along the same line, differences in the involvement of 

cortical areas have also been found when performing self-in- 

itiated vs externally triggered skills (Gowen and Miall,  2007; 

Hoshi and Tanji, 2006; Jenkins et al., 2000; Rao et al., 1993). 

Gowen and Miall (2007) revealed that compared to externally 

triggered movements, self-initiated movements elicited greater 

activation within the right cerebellar crus I, pre-SMA, dorsal 

premotor cortex, right superior parietal/precuneus and left pre- 

cuneus. 



Table 1 

Synthesis of cross-sectional studies investigating changes induced by extensive and intensive motor training. Characteristics of the subjects, measures and techniques 

used in these studies are provided. 

Cortical changes Techniques Measures Subjects References 

Structural VBM GMD+ WMD+ CT 71 musicians vs 64 non musicians Bermudez et al. (2009) 

 VBM GMV+ WMV (20 professional & 20 amateur) ♂musicians vs 40 Gaser and Schlaug (2003) 

Cortical   ♂non musicians  
 VBM+ DTI GMD+FA 18 pianists vs 21 non musicians Han et al. (2009) 

Changes VBM GMD 20 expert pianists vs 20 amateur pianists vs 19 non James et al. (2014) 

musicians 

Structural VBM GMD+SC 16 jugglers (2 ♀) vs 16 controls (2 ♀) Gerber et al. (2014) 

 VBM+ DTI GMV+FA+Mean Diffusivity 10 ♀ professional ballet dancers vs 10 ♀ non Hanggi et al. (2010) 

Cortical   dancers  
 VBM+ DTI GMD 13 world class gymnasts vs 13 non gymnasts Huang et al. (2015) 

Changes TBSS+FA-VBA FA of WM & FA of GM   
 VBM GMV 14 ballet and ice dancers & 7 slackliners vs 20 Hufner et al. (2011) 

sedentary subjects 

 VBM+ DTI GMD+FA 29 ♀ dancers vs 20 ♀ rowers (controls) Nigmatullina et al. (2015) 

 DWI+ PT SC(WMCS+MST) 16 ♀ musicians) vs 16 ♀ non-musicians (piano, Li et al. (2014) 

Chinese zither, accordion) 

 DTI FA 15 ♂ basket-ball players vs 15 ♂ sedentary Shen et al. (2014) 

subjects 

 DTI 

VBM 

SC (CW, LW, EGlob, ELoc)+ FA 

GMD+ GMV 

13 world class gymnasts vs 14 non gymnasts 

12 professional diving players vs 12 sedentary 

Wang et al. (2013) 

Wei et al. (2009) 

subjects 

  CT 12 professional diving players vs 12 sedentary Wei et al. (2011) 

subjects 

Functional fMRI Cortical activation 12 professional pianists (6 ♀) vs 12 non musicians Haslinger et al. (2004) 

(6 ♀) 

Cortical fMRI/S-B method Resting-state FC among seeds 28 modern dancers vs 33 non dancers Li et al. (2015) 

Seeds: short-and-long range FCD 

Changes fMRI/S-B method Resting-state FC+EC 15 musicians vs 15 non musicians (piano, Chinese Luo et al. (2012) 

zither, accordion) 

 fMRI/S-B method Resting-state FC among seeds 25 musicians vs 26 non musicians (piano, Chinese Luo et al. (2014) 

  Seeds: Local FCD (degree) zither, accordion, violin)  
 fMRI Cortical activity 12 professional pianists (10 ♀) vs 12 non Meister et al. (2005) 

musicians (7 ♀) 

 fMRI Resting-state FC using graph theory (CW, LW, 

EGlob, ELoc) 

13 world class gymnasts vs 14 non gymnasts Wang et al. (2016) 

Structural + Functional VBM Resting-state FC among seeds 20 professional badminton players vs 18 sedentary Di et al. (2012) 

 fMRI/S-B method Seeds: GMC + GMV & ALFF subjects  
Cortical Changes VBM Resting-state FC among seeds 16 musicians vs 17 non musicians (violin, cello, Fauvel et al. (2014) 

 fMRI/S-B method Seeds: GMV guitar, flute, recorder, trumpet, clarinet, piano)  
 VBM Resting-state FC among seeds 21 ♂ basket-ball players vs 21 ♂ sedentary Tan et al. (2017) 

 fMRI/S-B method Seeds: GMV subjects  

List of abbreviations: ALFF = Amplitudes of Low Frequency Fluctuations, CA = Cortical Activation, CT = Cortical Thickness, CW = Weighted Clustering coefficient, 

DTI = Diffusor Tensor Imaging, DWI = Diffusion-Weighted Imaging, EGlob = global Efficiency, ELoc = local Efficiency, EC = Effective Connectivity, FA = Fractional 

Anisotropy, FA-VBA= Voxel-Based Analysis of Fractional Anisotropy, FC = Functional Connectivity, FCD= Functional Connectivity Density, GMD= Gray Matter 

Density, GMV = Gray Matter Volume, LW = characteristic path Length, MEG = MagnetoEncephaloGraphy, MST = Minimum Spanning Tree, PT = Probabilistic 

Tractography, ROI = Regions of Interest, SC = Structural Connectivity, S-B method = Seed-Based method, TBSS = Tract-Based Spatial Statistics, VBM = Voxel- 

Based Morphometry, WMCS= White Matter Connectivity Strength, WMD = White Matter Density, WMV= White Matter Volume. 

Omega sign: anatomical feature of the precentral gyrus. 

Note. When gender is not mentioned in the subject column, the population is composed of both genders. 

 
 

2.1. Investigating cortical thickness changes induced by long and intensive 

motor training 

 
Two studies, one related to sport (Wei et al., 2011) and the other to 

music (Bermudez et al., 2009) have investigated the relationship be- 

tween motor expertise and cortical thickness. Wei et al. (2011)  re- 

cruited diving players whereas Bermudez et al. (2009) selected musi- 

cians without specifying their speciality instrument. Results of  both 

teams are in agreement as higher values of cortical thickness were 

observed in experts compared to non-experts. However, areas in which 

these superior values have been detected are distinct  in  music  and 

sport: the planum temporal and frontal gyrus in its middle part and 

inferior parts in musicians (Bermudez et al., 2009) versus the left su- 

perior temporal sulcus, right orbitofrontal cortex, and right para- 

hippocampal gyrus in diving players (Wei et al., 2011). More generally, 

 
when referring to the systems areas belong to, we found both common 

and distinct systems enrolled in these two motor disciplines.  Greater 

cortical thickness is identified: (i) in music and sport experts within 

attention system, (ii) in musicians within auditory system, and (iii) in 

elite athletes within visual and limbic/subcortical systems. Involvement 

of the attention system both in proficient musicians and diving players 

is not surprising when analyzing the characteristics of their practice. 

Both disciplines require motor experts to take into account a  vast 

amount of information and to select, very quickly, relevant pieces of 

information that are useful to the execution of the task at hand in order 

to produce a subsequent successful action (see Box 1). Information is 

mainly of auditory nature for musicians and of visual and propriocep- 

tive nature for athletes. Conclusions from these analyses must be in- 

terpreted with great caution as they drew from only two studies. 



2.2. Investigating gray matter changes induced by long and intensive motor 

training 

 
When comparing non-experts to motor experts practicing music, 

key-board/string instruments, piano, badminton, gymnastics, dance/ 

slackline, diving, and juggling, discrepancies in terms of direction al- 

terations are detected for gray matter indices. Some  research  teams 

found higher gray matter indices in motor experts  (Bermudez  et  al. 

2009; Di et al. 2012; Fauvel et al. 2014; Gaser  and  Schlaug  2003; 

Gerber et al. 2014; Huang et al. 2015; Hufner et al. 2011) whereas one 

team observed lower values (Hanggi  et al. 2010). Lastly, others  re- 

ported a combination of greater and weaker gray matter  values  in 

skilled samples (Han et al. 2009; James et al. 2014; Nigmatullina et al. 

2015; Wei et al. 2009) (see Supplementary Table 2). 

First, when focusing on systems exhibiting higher gray matter in- 

dices in experts compared to non-experts (Bermudez et al., 2009; Di 

et al. 2012; Fauvel et al. 2014; Gaser and Schlaug 2003; Gerber et al. 

2014; Huang et al. 2015; Hufner et al. 2011), we find that the sensor- 

imotor, attention, and limbic/subcortical systems are common to mu- 

sicians and athletes whereas other systems are specific to each of these 

populations. A specific system found  exclusively in musicians is the 

auditory system in all the 3 reviewed musical studies (Bermudez et al. 

2009; Fauvel et al. 2014; Gaser and Schlaug, 2003) and a system solely 

seen in athletes is the visual system 75% of the sport studies (Gerber 

et al. 2014; Huang et al. 2015; Hufner et al. 2011). Interestingly, in 50% 

of the studies (Di et al. 2012; Gaser and Schlaug 2003; Hufner et al. 

2011), subcortical alterations have been observed in the cerebellum, an 

area known to be involved in motor timing and execution (Mauk et al. 

2000), in prediction of sensory consequences of movements and de- 

tection of errors in these predictions (Hardwick et al. 2013; Penhume 

and Steele 2012) and in control of oculomotor function, grip forces and 

voluntary limb movement (Manto et al. 2012). Finding alterations 

within the cerebellum among motor experts be it in badminton, music, 

or dance/slackline seems to make  sense as all  the aforementioned 

cognitive functions are involved when playing a piece of music as well 

as when performing a sport action. 

Second, when focusing on systems exhibiting weaker gray matter 

indices in experts compared to non-experts, only one study has been 

found (Hanggi et al. 2010). In the cortex of professional female ballet 

dancers, this research team observed lower values within the sensor- 

imotor, default  mode, and subcortical systems which  could be  inter- 

preted as markers of great expertise (see Supplementary Table 2). In- 

terestingly, sensorimotor areas (premotor cortex and SMA) and 

subcortical structure (putamen) are recognized to be involved in motor 

control processes (Brown et al. 2006). 

Third, a combination of increase and  decrease  patterns  has  also 

been observed in the musical and sport domains when comparing motor 

expert performers to non-experts (see Supplementary Table 2). In pro- 

fessional pianists, dancers and divers, sensorimotor, attention and vi- 

sual areas exhibit lower as well as greater gray matter values (Han et al. 

2009; James et al. 2014; Nigmatullina et al. 2015; Wei et al. 2009). The 

same holds true for the cerebellum. Weaker gray matter values within 

the anterior sensorimotor and posterior emotional cerebellar zones are 

observed in athletes (Nigmatullina et al. 2015; Wei et al. 2009) while in 

professional pianists, Han et al. (2009) and James et al. (2014) detected 

greater values within the posterior cognitive cerebellar zone, a  zone 

known for its involvement in higher-order cognitive  processing 

(O’Reilly et al. 2010; Stoodley and Schmahmann 2009) (See 

Supplementary Table 2). 

To account for these divergent gray matter findings, we can provide 

two possible explanations. The first one is related to a number of 

methodological issues: characteristics of the tasks, sample constitution, 

and markers used to examine the structural gray matter architecture. 

The second  is  based  on  the  expansion-renormalization  model  (Reed 

et al. 2011; Wenger et al., 2017a). 

2.2.1. Methodological  issues 

A first suggestion is related to the characteristics of the tasks. As 

proposed by Hanggi et al. (2010), gray matter changes may be the re- 

sults of the intensive and extensive practice of a particular task whereas 

another task may generate no changes. This suggestion does not fit well 

with the reviewed findings. Task-related differences were  expected 

when comparing skills that have little in common like badminton and 

piano playing (e.g., Di et al. 2012 vs James et al. 2014) or badminton 

and dance (e.g., Di et al. 2012 vs Hanggi et al. 2010). However, it is 

problematic to see different patterns when experts are compared to non-

experts in similar activities. In ballet dancers, two patterns  are found: 

lower gray matter values (Hanggi et al. 2010), and a combina- tion of 

greater and weaker values (Nigmatullina et al. 2015). In musi- cians, 

two patterns are also revealed: greater values (Bermudez et al. 2009, 

Fauvel et al. 2014, Gaser and Schlaug 2003), and a combination of 

greater and weaker values (Han et al. 2009, James et al. 2014) (see 

Supplementary Table 2). Clearly, there are more than task-related in- 

fluences at play to explain these discrepancies. 

Sample constitution and more specifically participants’ gender, ex- 

perts’ selection, experts’ experiences, and match between control sub- 

jects and expert cohorts is a second suggestion to explain the divergent 

results. When considering participant gender, it has been shown that 

gray matter indices within  temporal  area are greater  in females than 

males (Good et al. 2001; Sowell et al. 2007; Witelson et al. 1995). In 

dance, groups  are  composed  of  exclusively  female  subjects  (Hanggi 

et al. 2010; Nigmatullina et al. 2015) whereas in music, groups include 

only male subjects (Gaser and Schlaug 2003) or  both  genders 

(Bermudez et al. 2009; Fauvel et al. 2014; Han et al. 2009; James et al. 

2014) (see Table 1). The lack of homogeneity in expert sample con- 

stitution can also account for the observed divergences. Bangert and 

Schlaug (2006) showed that changes in brain structure varied between 

musicians based on the instrument they played (see Box 2). In their 

studies, Gaser and Schlaug (2003) recruited keyboardists and string 

players; Fauvel et al. (2014) selected violin, guitar, flute, recorder, 

trumpet, clarinet and piano players whereas Han et al.  (2009)  and 

James et al. (2014) only enrolled pianists. Bermudez et al. (2009) se- 

lected musicians without providing information on their speciality in- 

strument. In sport, Hanggi et al. (2010) and Nigmatullina et al. (2015) 

enlisted ballet dancers whereas Hufner et al. (2011) recruited a mixed 

bag of subjects: ballet dancers, ice dancers, and slackliners.  This  is 

further complicated by heterogeneous features of experts’ experiences 

such as duration of practice and number of hours of training per week. 

For instance, in dance, duration of practice and weekly training hours 

vary a great deal: 14.2 years with 35.8 h per week (Hanggi et al. 2010), 

16 years with 8.8 h per week (Nigmatullina et al. 2015), 16.92 years for 

dancing and 2.79 years for slacklining with 11.75 h per week (Hufner 

et al. 2011). The same observation holds true for music: 16.9 years with 

14.7 h per week (Bermudez et al. 2009), 16 years with several times per 

week (Fauvel et al. 2014), 17.7 years with at least  10.5 h  per  week 

(Gaser and Schlaug 2003), 10.4 years with number of hours per week, 

not provided (Han et al. 2009), 18.3 years with 30 h per week (James 

et al. 2014). 

The control subjects’ selection could also clarify the inconsistencies 

in terms of direction alterations. Though controls are supposed to be 

matched in gender-and age with motor expert performers, in some 

studies, controls possess a certain amount of motor expertise as they 

practiced: (i) music for less than 3 years (Bermudez et al. 2009), (ii) 

leisure sports such as ballet dance and ice dance for two participants 

(Hufner et al. 2011), and (iii) rowing (Nigmatullina et al. 2015). The 

fact that experts and controls share some motor  experiences  could 

throw findings into doubt as motor experience is the factor under in- 

vestigation. On the opposite, Hanggi et al. (2010) in ballet dance, Gaser 

and Schlaug (2003), Han et al. (2009), James et al. (2014) in music 

selected their control subjects perfectly well. These had never experi- 

enced musical training or dance, figure skating, gymnastics, synchro- 

nized swimming, equestrian vaulting training and had never performed 



any competitive sports. All things considered, as of today, no data are 

available to unravel the different weight of these different factors on 

gray  matter  alterations. 

Inconsistencies in terms of gray matter alterations may be due to the 

markers used to examine the structural gray matter  architecture  i.e. 

either gray matter concentration/density or gray matter volume. These 

two indexes represent  different metrics and hence could lead to dif- 

ferent results. As an example, Di et al. (2012) and Wei et al. (2009) used 

both metrics on the same populations and found distinct results. The 

former revealed higher gray matter concentration/density within the 

cerebellum in badminton players when compared to non-experts and no 

gray matter volume differences between the two groups. The latter 

showed higher and lower gray matter density for expert performers and 

no significant  difference in gray matter  volume between experts and 

non-experts. 

 
2.2.2. Expansion-renormalization  model 

Inconsistencies in terms of gray matter direction alterations within 

various brain areas may also be explained by the expansion-re- 

normalization model. In the present review, discrepancies are observed 

both within and between studies.  Within  studies,  practice-related 

changes are reflected by the coexistence of increased  and decreased 

gray matter in various brain areas in motor experts practicing the piano, 

dance, or diving (Han et al. 2009; James et al. 2014; Nigmatullina et al. 

2015; Wei et al. 2009). In studies which investigated gray matter 

changes in similar activities, practice-related changes are characterized 

by different  patterns. In professional dancers, we observe a  decrease 

pattern (Hanggi et al. 2010) and an increased and decreased combi- 

nation pattern (Nigmatullina et al. 2015) whereas in musicians, we see 

an increase pattern (Bermudez et al. 2009; Fauvel et al. 2014; Gaser and 

Schlaug 2003) and an increased and  decreased  combination  pattern 

(Han et al. 2009; James et al. 2014) (See Supplementary Table 2). The 

expansion-renormalization model which could explain the aforemen- 

tioned inconsistencies  is based on  animal models and theoretical ac- 

counts of skill acquisition and development (e.g., Reed et al. 2011; 

Wenger et al., 2017a; Xu et al. 2009). It posits that during skill acqui- 

sition, human brain structure changes and follows sequences of ex- 

pansion,  selection,  and  renormalization  (Fu  and  Zuo  2011;  Makino 

et al. 2016). In the early stages of learning, brain matter volume in- 

creases in task-relevant areas which means that the number of brain 

cells, such as neurons and glia cells, raises. Then, the number of these 

cells decreases over time as a selection process operates. This selection 

is based on the principle that the most frequently used cells are kept 

whereas the ones that are no longer needed are pruned away. When the 

selection process has ended, brain matter volume is nearly back to its 

initial size whilst skill performance stays high or still carries on in- 

creasing. Furthermore, Wenger et al. (2017b) have observed this pat- 

tern of expansion-renormalization in gray matter  volume  within  the 

right primary motor cortex in right-handed subjects during learning of 

fine motor skills of writing and drawing with their non-dominant left 

hand. They also found a trend for renormalization within the left pri- 

mary motor cortex and the right putamen with threshold levels of 

permissive significance (uncorrected, without FWE-corrected cluster 

extent threshold). These findings lead  them to suggest that different 

regions could follow  the  same  expansion-renormalization  pattern 

during motor training but at a different pace. This could explain the 

combination of gray matter increase and decrease patterns in task-re- 

levant areas/systems observed within studies (Han et al. 2009, James 

et al.2014, Nigmatullina et al. 2015) as well as the different patterns 

seen across studies (see Supplementary Table 2). Besides, the point in 

time when the MRI measures are taken is of great importance and even 

could account for gray matter discrepancies in terms of direction al- 

terations observed in the reviewed studies. If the measures are collected 

after the gray matter expansion stage, one can expect to observe a de- 

crease. Conversely, during the expansion stage, an increase can be ex- 

pected.  At  present  time,  this  point  is  beyond  the  control  of  the 

experimenter. 

Most importantly, at present time, there are only speculations to 

explain the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying structural 

measures obtained with VBM. A gray matter alteration could be due to 

neurogenesis, angiogenesis, gliogenesis, synaptogenesis and changes in 

neuronal morphology (for a review, see Zatorre et al. 2012). This al- 

teration is  likely never  the consequence of  a unique mechanism oc- 

curring autonomously but presumably implies a combination of several 

mechanisms (Zatorre et al. 2012). Developing histological studies and 

MRI imaging in animals (e.g., Keifer et al. 2015; Lerch et al. 2011) is a 

necessary stage to deepen our comprehension on micro-level changes 

underlying VBM signals and may help understand discrepancies ob- 

served in gray matter direction alterations induced by extensive and 

intensive motor training. 

 
2.3. Investigating fractional anisotropy (FA) changes induced by long and 

intensive motor training 

 
In the musical and sport domains, some research teams found higher 

FA values in motor expert performers when compared to non-experts 

(Han et al. 2009; Shen et al. 2014) whereas others registered weaker 

values (Hanggi et al. 2010; Huang et al.  2015)  (see  Supplementary 

Table 3). 

When focusing on areas exhibiting higher FA values in motor ex- 

perts compared to non-experts, (Han et al. 2009: music with pianists 

versus Shen et al. 2014: basket-ball), we find common and distinct 

systems enrolled in these two motor disciplines. Greater FA is seen: (i) 

in pianists and basket-ball players within attention and subcortical 

systems, and (ii) in basket-ball players only within the sensorimotor, 

visual, and default mode systems (see Supplementary Table 3). 

When focusing on systems exhibiting lower FA values in sport ex- 

perts than those registered in controls (Hanggi et al. 2010:  in  ballet 

dance; Huang et al. 2015: in gymnastics), two common systems that are 

the sensorimotor and attention systems are found in both studies 

whereas the visual system is only registered in Huang  et  al.  (2015) 

study. Finding common systems is not surprising since both disciplines 

are closed and self-initiated activities which share  similar  character- 

istics such as precise motor control, balance, coordination, flexibility, 

power, developed proprioceptive sensations, and focused attention 

during the execution of movements. However, that weaker FA values 

within visual system are only detected in gymnasts is puzzling. Com- 

pared to  other  reviewed  studies,  the  participants  recruited  by  Huang 

et al. (2015) possess the highest standard of  motor  expertise  which 

could account for this observation as all the participants won  gold 

medals in the Gymnastic World Championships or the Olympic Games. 

Weaker FA within the visual system could be a marker of outstanding 

motor expertise for closed and self-initiated activities. However, some 

additional investigation is necessary to support this suggestion. 

To account for these divergent diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) 

findings, two explanations are suggested: differences in experts' ex- 

periences and cellular and molecular mechanisms. 

First, as suggested by Paul and Cnossen (2018), heterogeneous 

changes could be attributed to the amount of time spent practicing. In 

the present review, the initial onset of training and the amount  of 

practice vary a great deal between the four aforementioned studies 

though the subjects of these studies are all motor experts but at dif- 

ferent degrees. Indeed, pianists of both genders selected by Han et al. 

(2009) commenced training at 12 years of age whereas male basket-ball 

players recruited by Shen et al. (2014) started training at 13 years of 

age and practiced this activity moderately (7 h per week). The pianists 

had  been  practicing  for  10.4 years  and  the  basket-ball  players  for 

6 years and a half. As for Hanggi et al. (2010) and Huang et al. (2015), 

they recruited female professional ballet dancers and world class 

gymnasts of both genders. The dancers started practicing at 7 years of 

age whereas the gymnasts began training at 4.5 with a weekly practice 

of 36 h for both populations. Dancers and gymnasts had been training 



respectively for 14 years and 16 years by the time of the experiment. 

Thus, we propose that a ‘moderate’ practice, as in studies by Han et al. 

(2009) and by Shen et al. (2014), lead to increases in FA whereas 

practicing a motor activity in an elite context, as in studies by Hanggi 

et al. (2010) and Huang et al. (2015), could result in decreases in FA. Of 

course, this suggestion is pure speculation and warrants further in- 

vestigation. 

Findings from the literature investigating FA changes over the time 

course of motor learning could be of help to explain discrepancies ob- 

served in the present review. To our best of knowledge,  only  three 

studies have investigated this issue (Landi et al. 2011; Scholz et al. 

2009; Taubert et al. 2010). In these longitudinal studies, individuals 

went through specific motor training interventions such as practicing a 

juggling task during 15 h spread over 30 days (Scholz et al. 2009) or a 

whole-body balancing task during 4 h and 30 min spread over 42 days 

(Taubert et al. 2010) or a visuomotor adaptation task during 5 h and 

15 min spread over 7 days (Landi et al. 2011). They underwent scan- 

ning at the onset and at the end of training (Landi et al. 2011; Scholz 

et al. 2009) and also during training (Taubert et al. 2010). These studies 

reported greater but also weaker FA values within parietal and frontal 

white matter areas at the end of motor training compared to values 

observed at the training onset: greater values for Scholz et al. (2009) 

and Landi et al. (2011) and weaker values for Taubert et al. (2010). 

Moreover, Taubert et al. (2010) described how FA data evolved across 

training sessions. They found transient changes within the dorsolateral 

prefrontal and precentral white matter regions as well as changes 

evolving slowly and bilaterally within the dorsal prefrontal area but in 

different parts than the ones mentioned above. Taken together, motor 

learning studies reported FA changes that displayed opposite patterns 

as well as changes occurring at different paces within different areas. 

These different and coexisting patterns of changes, apparently dis- 

cordant, could be explained by the fact that different  regions  may 

follow the same change patterns but at different rates. This suggestion 

would strengthen the expansion-renormalization model (Reed et al. 

2011; Wenger et al., 2017a). However, this proposition should be taken 

with a grain of salt. First, to our knowledge, no studies have shown that 

FA changes in white matter elicited by motor learning/training follow 

an inverse quadratic function i.e. an initial expansion followed by a 

renormalization. Second, comparing cortical changes induced by motor 

learning/training lasting several hours to 100 h at most with those re- 

sulting from training where individuals are exposed to approximately 

ten thousand hours to achieve motor expertise is not adequate. Un- 

derlying change mechanisms might be different in these two situations 

(Bezzola et al., 2012). 

Second, cellular and molecular mechanisms could help understand 

discrepancies detected in FA changes of directions. DTI measures are 

known to be receptive to tissue properties such as variation in myelin, 

axon diameter, packing density of fibers, axon permeability, and fiber 

geometry (Beaulieu 2009; Concha et al. 2010; Takahashi et al., 2002; 

Wedeen et al. 2005). Hanggi et al. (2010) and Huang et al. (2015) 

hypothesized that FA reduced values observed in expert gymnasts and 

dancers compared to those detected in control individuals are caused by 

increases in axonal diameter. Hanggi et al. (2010) added other hy- 

potheses such as increase in membrane permeability for water mole- 

cules and presence of crossing fibers within a voxel. As evidenced by 

this literature, multifarious micro mechanisms could account for FA 

changes. So far, no one is able to disentangle the specific contributions 

of these mechanisms via DTI alone (Concha, 2014; Zatorre et al. 2012). 

Besides, as over two-thirds of the voxels in a standard brain data set 

comprise crossing fibers (Jeurissen et al. 2013), using DTI is in- 

appropriate since  DTI enables assessment of  tissue  microstructure in 

cortical areas with only a single fiber orientation (Tuch et al. 2002). 

This implies that DTI measures need to be interpreted with extreme 

caution. To solve these issues, diffusion  spectrum  imaging, which is 

able to take into account several fiber directions within a voxel (Tuch 

2004),    should    be    employed.    Research    teams    should    undergo 

histological and MRI studies on animals. These proposals, if applied, 

would provide a more precise description of white matter tissue char- 

acteristics and their development. 

 
2.4. Investigating cortical activation changes induced by long and intensive 

motor training 

 
Haslinger et al. (2004) and Meister et al. (2005) examined cortical 

activation during the execution of hand movements in professional 

pianists practicing for at least 16 years and in controls. They instructed 

the subjects to perform,  during scanning,  simple and complex finger 

tapping tasks; at a 1 Hz rate with the index, middle,  ring  and  little 

fingers of both hands for Haslinger et al. (2004) and with all the fingers 

of the right hand for Meister et al. (2005). Both research groups re- 

ported weaker cortical activity in professional pianists as compared to 

musically naive subjects within similar motor areas, i.e. the dorsal 

premotor cortex and SMA proper. Moreover, Haslinger et al. (2004) 

found greater cortical activity in musically naive controls within ad- 

ditional areas not detected in the study of Meister et al. (2005) such as 

the cerebellum, prefrontal cortex, insula, and basal ganglia. To account 

for this additional activity, several suggestions are made: (i) different 

characteristics of the tasks performed during scanning, (ii) gender 

mismatch between pianists and controls in Meister et al. (10 female 

subjects & 2 male subjects for pianists vs 7 female subjects & 5 male 

subjects for controls), and (iii) gender mismatch within  the  pianist 

group in Meister et al. (10 female subjects vs 2 male subjects). Con- 

sidering the last decade’s findings that have reported differences in 

functional connectivity and network topology between women and men 

in various cognitive tasks (Douw et al. 2011; Gootjes et al. 2006; 

Pavlova et al., 2015; Tomasi and Volkow 2012; Zhang et al. 2018), it 

seems methodologically justified to match genders between and within 

groups. 

Another point to consider is that most of the time, an activation 

decrease pattern recorded in motor performers has been interpreted as 

a gain in neural efficiency. Less investment of neural energy is required 

after intensive and extensive motor training. According to Poldrack 

(2015), the term ‘efficiency’ is vacuous and simply redescribes the 

process of activation reduction without providing any insight about the 

mechanisms at play. To achieve a better understanding  of activation 

reduction in motor expert brains compared to those of non-experts, it 

would be necessary to examine whether these two kinds of populations 

perform the same neuronal computations and whether the energy ex- 

penditure is the same (Poldrack 2015). Appraising these similarities is a 

challenge as it involves supporting the null hypothesis which is never 

proven true. As explained by  Poldrack (2015) and based on Logan's 

theory of automatization (1988), as expertise develops in a particular 

domain, individuals  process   information   differently   (e.g.,   Grainger 

et al. 2012; Poldrack et al. 1998). They switch from an algorithm-based 

processing to a memory-based processing. Consequently, speaking of 

efficiency does not make any sense since each group executes a dif- 

ferent task. Moreover, supposing that each group uses the same neural 

computation in terms of quality, time, and intensity, they  could  still 

differ in terms of metabolic expenditure. Using  deoxyglucose uptake 

and single-neuron recording, Picard et al. (2013) were the first to show 

a broad change in the relation between metabolic activity and neuron 

activity in monkeys they trained for 1–6 years to perform an internally 

generated motor task. This alteration translates into a reduction of 

metabolic activity within the primary motor cortex when performing a 

highly skilled task (i.e., internally generated motor task) compared to 

an untrained motor task (i.e., visually guided task) and into no changes 

in measures of neuron firing between these two tasks. This finding 

suggests a difference in energy usage in apparently identical neuronal 

computations. For obvious reasons, the methodological approach used 

by Picard et al. (2013) is unenforceable in human subjects. Thus, as 

recommended by Picard et al. (2013), interpretation of functional 

imaging   results   should   be   exercised   with   great   caution,   more 



specifically when becoming a motor expert performer after spending 

enormous amount of time in practice. 

Based on Picard et al. (2013) recommendation in interpreting fMRI 

results, methods used in motor learning studies, such as multi-voxel 

pattern analysis (MVPA; Swisher et al. 2010; Freeman et al. 2011; 

Wiestler and Diedrichsen, 2013) or time-evolving communities detec- 

tion (Bassett et al., 2013), seem promising to investigate cortical 

functional changes induced by extensive motor training of at least 

several thousand hours. MVPA, recognized to be able to identify dif- 

ferences in voxel-by-voxel activity pattern within a particular cortical 

area, has been employed by Wiestler  and  Diedrichsen  (2013).  They 

have found that motor skill training generated particular changes in the 

cortical representations of motor sequences. Activity patterns of prac- 

ticed digital sequences were more easily discernible from each other 

compared to unpracticed sequences. In other words, each trained motor 

sequence was associated with a specific and distinct cortical activation 

pattern especially  in the supplementary motor area and  this, without 

generating any average increments in brain activity. 

As for Bassett et al. (2013), they developed algorithms to extract 

time-evolving communities from patterns of brain activity during motor 

learning. They revealed the presence of two kinds of connected nodes: a 

temporal core and a periphery. The temporal code is composed of 

densely connected nodes and encompasses sensorimotor and  visual 

areas whose connectivity does not vary a great deal over the course of 

motor learning. Conversely, the periphery is made up of sparsely con- 

nected nodes and comprises multimodal association areas whose con- 

nectivity is frequently altered. Separation between core and periphery 

varies across learning and is a good indicator to predict successful 

performance. 

 
2.5. From a local approach to a network approach 

 
This literature review shows on a local level that brain structures 

and functions differ in motor expert performers and non-experts. 

Congruent with the scientific literature, localization of cortical altera- 

tions resulting from a lengthy and extensive training is closely related to 

the characteristics of the practiced motor task (Buschkuehl et al. 2012; 

Doyon et al. 2002; Guida et al. 2012;  Jueptner et al. 1997). Conse- 

quently, observing, among experts from all walks of life, practice-re- 

lated changes which happened in different areas/systems is not sur- 

prising. However, one has to keep in mind that two different motor 

disciplines which appear dissimilar could share common cortical sys- 

tems among different expert cohorts as these disciplines feature similar 

intrinsic properties. This is what has been revealed in this review. We 

have observed that practice-related changes occur in common systems 

shared by musicians and athletes but also in specific systems for each of 

these populations. To summarize, compared to non-experts, greater 

cortical thickness,  FA, and gray matter are detected  in the attention 

system both in musicians and athletes. On the other hand,  greater 

cortical thickness and gray matter are exclusively registered within the 

auditory system in musicians whereas higher cortical thickness, FA, and 

gray matter are solely found within the visual system in athletes. 

Conversely, compared to non-experts, weaker FA is observed within 

common systems shared by both dancers and gymnasts: the  sensor- 

imotor and attention systems (see Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). 

As for the direction changes and irrespective of the cortical indices 

employed in the reviewed studies, we find three patterns of direction 

changes: increase, decrease, and a combination of increase and decrease 

(see above and Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). More specifically, a 

consensus seems to have been reached on the direction of alterations in 

cortical thickness (increase) and in cortical activation (decrease) but 

discrepancies in gray matter indices and FA still remain. Some research 

teams found higher gray matter indices in motor experts when com- 

pared to non-experts; one team observed lower values; and others re- 

ported a combination of greater and weaker gray matter  values  in 

skilled  samples.  Lastly,  when  considering  FA,  some  research  teams 

found higher values in motor experts whereas others registered weaker 

values. 

In view of the aforementioned findings, interpreting the coexistence 

of increase and decrease of diverse cortical indices within various brain 

areas/systems challenges our understanding of the underlying neuronal 

mechanisms of motor expertise. Hence, conducting analyses on a net- 

work level seems a promising method in order to deepen our under- 

standing of the mechanisms underpinning cortical changes. This is a 

particularly important point as the brain is far from being a set of 

disconnected cortical areas. In reality, to enable cognitive functions or 

to acquire/perform motor tasks, cortical areas communicate with each 

other in complex network patterns. When examining the literature re- 

lated to structural and functional cortical changes associated  with 

motor expertise, 7 out of 23 reviewed studies focus on changes on a 

network level by considering interactions between pairs of brain com- 

ponents (Di et al. 2012; Fauvel et al. 2014; Gerber et al., 2014; Li et al. 

2015; Luo et al. 2012, 2014; Tan et al. 2017). Among these studies, only 

Gerber et al. analyze structural changes (see Table 1). 

 
3. Which attributes differentiate motor experts from non-experts: 

A network approach 

 
3.1. Investigating structural and functional changes in cortical networks: A 

pair-wise interaction approach 

 
When considering structural connectivity, Gerber et al. (2014) 

conducted a connectivity analysis to investigate whether expert jugglers 

possessed a specific brain anatomy induced  by juggling training and 

related to the characteristics of the practiced motor task. They  ex- 

amined gray matter connectivity between the visual areas (hMT/V5, 

lingual gyrus) and the intraparietal sulcus (IPS): an area recognized to 

be involved in the integration of multimodal sensory information when 

planning and executing complex movements. Interestingly, although 

expert jugglers displayed higher gray matter density than non-jugglers 

within visual and IPS areas, no difference between both groups was 

found in terms of structural connectivity between these areas. In our 

opinion, the huge heterogeneity in jugglers’ experiences (i.e., number of 

training hours per week and total years of juggling practice)  could 

mainly account for the absence of structural changes in cortical net- 

works in response to motor training. Indeed, experts were  selected 

among a population of jugglers able to juggle at five balls for at least for 

20 s. With a weekly practice of 4.3 h (range: 1–10 h/week), they prac- 

ticed juggling for 11 years (range: 3–19 years with 2 jugglers who did 

not disclose how many years they had practiced). These results also 

highlight that structural changes at a local level do not presume 

structural changes at an inter-regional level. 

When focusing on investigations comparing resting-state functional 

connectivity between motor experts and non-expert subjects (Di et al. 

2012; Fauvel et al. 2014; Li et al. 2015; Luo et al. 2012, 2014; Tan et al. 

2017), one can see that all the research teams used a seed-based ap- 

proach. This approach makes it possible to detect a temporal correla- 

tion between a predefined area (i.e., the seed) and all the other brain 

areas. Seed areas are chosen by taking into account the characteristics 

of the population and/or the processes being examined. In the present 

reviewed studies, seeds were selected through four different methods. 

First, seeds were defined on the basis of previous research works (Luo 

et al. 2012). Second, they were identified based on functional differ- 

ences between experts and non-experts: (i) in local functional con- 

nectivity (Luo et al. 2014) and (ii) in both short-range and long-range 

functional connectivity density (Li et al. 2015). Third, seeds were 

chosen on the basis of structural differences in gray matter volume 

between experts and non-experts (Fauvel et al. 2014; Tan et al. 2017). 

Lastly, seeds were determined on the basis of structural and functional 

alterations i.e. greater gray matter concentration associated with 

higher/lower amplitudes  of  low-frequency  fluctuations  (ALFFs)  (Di 

et al. 2012). Except for studies by Di et al. (2012) and Luo et al. (2012), 



clusters where structural and functional cortical markers were sig- 

nificantly higher in motor experts than in non-experts were used for 

subsequent functional connectivity analyses. 

When functional connectivity data are analyzed, we observe a 

connectivity pattern heterogeneity in terms of direction and locus of 

changes. More specifically, when  comparing  experts  to  non-experts, 

two different patterns of practice-related changes in distinct networks 

have been detected: an inter-system connection increment in skilled 

samples (Fauvel et al. 2014; Li et al. 2015; Luo et al. 2012, 2014; Tan 

et al. 2017) and a combination of increased and decreased inter-system 

connections in motor experts (Di et al. 2012). 

Five out of six studies revealed an inter-system connection incre- 

ment in skilled samples. Luo et al. (2012) showed that functional 

connectivity was greater in the motor, visual, auditory and somato- 

sensory cortices of musicians compared to that in musically naive 

subjects. To broaden their results, Luo et al. (2012) also conducted an 

effective connectivity analysis assessed via a Granger causal analysis 

(Goebel et al. 2003; Roebroeck et al. 2005). Luo et al. (2012) found 

different effective connectivity patterns in musicians and  musically 

naive subjects and a greater outflow-inflow degree within the left pri- 

mary auditory cortex in musicians. More specifically, the outflow de- 

gree in musicians was from the primary auditory cortex and VI area to 

others nodes whereas it was from primary somatosensory cortex and VII 

area in musically naive subjects. The inflow degree in musicians was at 

the primary motor cortex and VII area from other nodes whereas it was 

at the primary auditory cortex and VI area in their non-expert coun- 

terparts. These results imply that the auditory cortex is responsible for 

triggering these functional connection changes induced by an accu- 

mulated substantial musical experience. In 2014, using the insula, 

temporo-parietal junction, and anterior cingulated cortex as seeds, Luo 

et al. revealed, after an extensive and intensive musical training, in- 

creases in distant functional connectivity in areas, of which most are 

recognized to belong to the salience network. The salience network is 

recognized to be involved in switching between the default-mode and 

task-related brain networks (Menon and Uddin 2010; Seeley et  al. 

2007). When a salient stimulus is perceived, the salience network is at 

play. It allows task-related information to be  processed  by  enrolling 

brain areas mediating attention, working memory and higher order 

cognitive processes while deactivating the default-mode network  in 

order to keep attention focused on task-relevant stimuli and goals. In 

2015, using the putamen, primary motor and somatosensory cortices, 

and right superior occipital gyri as seeds, the same research group 

showed, in modern dancers, increased functional connectivity between 

the putamen and right middle cingulate gyrus and between the primary 

motor and somatosensory cortices (Li et al. 2015). Interestingly, the 

putamen is recognized to be engaged in motor control processes (Brown 

et al. 2006) whereas the middle cingulate gyrus is recognized to be 

involved in attentional and executive processing (Van Veel et al., 2001), 

and in decision making (Kennerley et al., 2006). In short, this study 

reveals a functional connectivity increment within sensorimotor-related 

brain networks in proficient dancers which can be interpreted as  a 

greater sensorimotor control and integration. Interestingly, no different 

functional connectivity was observed with the right superior occipital 

seed between dancers and non-dancers (Li et al. 2015). Using the right 

cingulate gyrus, left superior temporal gyrus, and right inferior orbi- 

tofrontal gyrus as seeds, Fauvel et al. (2014) also revealed that these 

areas exhibited greater resting-state functional connectivity with high- 

level cognitive areas, primary sensorimotor cortex, and subcortical 

structures in musicians than in musically naive subjects. Interestingly, 

enhanced functional connectivity at rest was not found among musi- 

cally naive subjects. Very recently, using the left anterior insula, in- 

ferior frontal gyrus, inferior parietal lobule and the right anterior cin- 

gulate cortex, precuneus as seed areas, Tan et al. (2017) showed that 

these areas displayed higher functional connectivity with areas be- 

longing to the default mode, salience and executive control networks in 

first-class basket-ball players compared to non-athletes. 

The remaining study by Di et al. (2012) showed a combination of 

increased and decreased inter-system connections in expert badminton 

players relative to non-experts. Using medial cerebellum and left su- 

perior parietal lobule as seed areas where respectively a higher ALFF 

and a weaker ALFF have been observed in badminton players, Di et al. 

(2012), on one hand, revealed a functional connectivity decrease be- 

tween the medial cerebellum and anterior cingulate cortex in  these 

skilled athletes. On the other hand, they registered functional con- 

nectivity increase and decrease  between  the  superior  parietal  lobule 

and different parts of the middle frontal cortex (BA6 for increase and 

BA9 for decrease). Interestingly, Di et al. (2012) also found no func- 

tional changes in cortical networks in response to motor training when 

anterior and posterior cerebella were used as seeds and  displayed 

higher gray matter concentration in expert badminton  players  com- 

pared to controls. 

Regarding the seed-based functional connectivity (FC) results, the 

reader may wonder about 

the impact of local alterations, be they structural or functional, on 

functional connectivity. 

In view of the results from Di et al. (2012), Fauvel et al. (2014) and 

Tan et al. (2017), greater structural changes observed at a local level in 

motor experts do not presume functional changes at an inter-regional 

level as revealed by the two kinds of patterns: (i) greater gray matter 

alteration within a particular seed area associated with no alteration in 

functional connectivity (“increase-absence of change” pattern; Di et al. 

2012), and (ii) greater gray matter alteration within a particular seed 

area coexisting with increase in functional connectivity (“increase-in- 

crease” pattern, Fauvel et al. 2014; Tan et al. 2017). In other words, 

present results are inconclusive to infer function from structure. To shed 

more light on the impact of structural alterations on functional con- 

nectivity or more generally on the structure-function relationship, 

comparing structural connectivity with resting-state functional con- 

nectivity or comparing structural network topology with functional 

network topology warrants further consideration. However, this tight 

relationship is far from being simple. For instance, though there tends 

to be a one-to-one correspondence between structural and functional 

connectivity (i.e. a high degree of similarity between structural and 

functional connectivity maps) (e.g., Hagmann et al. 2008; Hermundstad 

et al. 2013; Koch et al. 2002; Skudlarski et al. 2008), some studies 

showed discrepant findings. Greicius et al. (2003) and Honey  et  al. 

(2009) observed the existence of functional connectivity between two 

given brain areas which do not share a (direct) structural connection. 

More information related to this topic can be found in Wang et al. re- 

view (2015). 

In view of the results from Di et al. (2012), Li et al. (2015), and Luo 

et al. (2014), greater functional changes observed at a local level in 

motor experts do not presume functional changes at an inter-regional 

level as revealed by three kinds of patterns: (i) greater functional al- 

teration within a particular seed area associated with no alteration in 

functional connectivity (“increase-absence of change” pattern; Li et al. 

2015), (ii) greater functional alteration within a particular seed area 

associated with increase in functional connectivity (“increase-increase” 

pattern; Li et al. 2015; Luo et al. 2014), (iii) greater functional altera- 

tion within a particular seed area associated with decrease in functional 

connectivity (“increase-decrease” pattern; Di et al., 2012). Along the 

same lines, weaker functional changes observed at a local level in motor 

experts do not presume functional changes at an inter-regional level as 

revealed by two kinds of patterns: (i) weaker functional  alteration 

within a particular seed area associated with increase in functional 

connectivity (“decrease-increase” pattern; Di et al. 2012), and (ii) 

weaker functional alteration within a particular  seed  area  associated 

with decrease in functional connectivity  (“decrease-decrease” pattern; 

Di et al. 2012). At this point, it is relevant for the reader to keep in mind 

that activation across a large array of brain areas does not allow dis- 

closure of information  related to  interactions between areas. Further- 

more, it is not because an interaction between a particular area with 



other areas is altered over the course of motor training that the level of 

activation within this particular area changes. It may remain  stable 

(Kelly and Garavan, 2005). In the present review, this case cannot be 

appraised as seeds were selected on the basis of cortical  differences 

between experts and non-experts. 

To conclude,  when functional interactions between pairs of brain 

components are analyzed, we observe a connectivity pattern hetero- 

geneity in terms of locus of changes and direction. The heterogeneity in 

terms of locus of changes could be explained by the selection of seed 

areas which differs a great deal across studies and by the fact that a 

structural or functional local alteration within a particular area does 

necessarily lead to functional connectivity changes between that area 

and other areas. Additionally, the characteristic diversity of the prac- 

ticed motor tasks: music (i.e., violin, cello, guitar, flute, recorder, 

trumpet, clarinet, piano, accordion) vs sport (i.e., badminton, modern 

dance) could account for these discrepancies (see Box 2, see Bangert 

and Schlaug, 2006). 

As for the connectivity pattern heterogeneity in terms of direction of 

changes, it could be interpreted by a consolidation of the essential 

connections dedicated to the task at hand and a pruning of the super- 

fluous ones. This suggestion could be sort of as an example of the ex- 

pansion-renormalization process that reflects the cortical plasticity 

mechanisms, as supported by Wenger et al. (2017a,b). Of course, this is 

pure speculation and warrants further investigation. 

But, it remains no less true that interpreting the coexistence of in- 

creased and decreased connectivity between various brain areas ques- 

tions our understanding of the mechanisms underlying cortical changes 

induced by a lengthy-extensive motor training. Hence, comparing dif- 

ferent studies is complex. Using a network approach based on graph 

theory seems to us necessary as such an approach strengthens the 

perspective of connectivity in a large-scale complex brain networks 

(McIntosh and Korostil 2008) and presents concepts, such as clustering, 

path length, modularity, which can facilitate the identification of or- 

ganizational patterns in brain networks and the comparisons across 

studies. 

 
3.2. Investigating structural and functional changes in cortical networks: a 

graph theory approach 

 
In the present review, 3 out of 23 studies investigate structural and 

functional changes by examining connectivity in a large-scale complex 

brain networks, reflected by a higher order of interaction by means of 

graph theory analysis (Li et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2013, 2016). 

Using graph theory, the seminal works by Wang et al. (2013, 2016) 

compared the topological properties  of  cortical  structural/anatomical 

and functional networks between (Chinese) world class gymnasts and 

sedentary subjects. They found that the structural and functional net- 

works of outstanding experts and controls displayed both small-world 

properties. Small-world networks, defined by high clustering and short 

path length, are considered as systems that are both globally and locally 

efficient (Latora and Marchiori 2001). Efficiency in a network is an 

indicator of how well information is conveyed within the cerebral 

cortex. High global efficiency is interpreted as an integrated network 

able to ensure rapid information transmission between and across re- 

mote cortical areas. On the other hand, high local efficiency indicates 

that the network is highly fault-tolerant which means that it efficiently 

transfers the information within the neighbors of  a  particular  node 

when this node is removed (Latora and Marchiori 2001). 

This research group also detected higher global and local efficiency 

in structural networks of motor expert performers compared to those of 

non-experts, whereas the reverse pattern was found in functional net- 

works. These findings were associated  to shorter characteristics  path 

lengths in experts and to no significant clustering differences between 

experts and non-experts in structural networks, and to longer char- 

acteristics path lengths and lower clustering in experts in functional 

networks.   Altogether,   these   results   provide   evidence   that   after 

extensive and intensive motor training, human cortical networks have 

been transformed. However, directions of changes in structural network 

topology do not match those observed in functional network topology. 

In addition, when compared to non-experts, Wang et al. (2016) found, 

for experts, intra-and inter-modular functional reorganizations, as re- 

flected by functional decreases  in  the  cerebellum,  cingulo-opercular 

and fronto-parietal modules. This could be explained by a greater ef- 

ficiency in the expert brains induced by lengthy-extensive motor 

training. 

Using graph theory, Li et al. (2014) compared the topological 

properties of  white  matter structural networks between  female musi- 

cians, playing the piano, the Chinese zither, and the accordion, and 

non-musicians. Though the structural networks of experts and non-ex- 

perts displayed both small-world properties, no significant differences 

in network efficiency, whether it be global or local, were found between 

these two kinds of populations. However, on a regional level, compared 

to non-musicians, higher white matter connectivity strength was re- 

vealed within the SMA, primary visual cortex and caudate nucleus in 

musicians as well as greater weighted clustering coefficient within the 

olfactory cortex, medial superior frontal gyrus, gyrus rectus,  lingual 

gyrus, supramarginal gyrus and pallidum. In musicians, Li et al. (2014) 

also depicted the coexistence of two cortical phenomena:  (i)  higher 

nodal betweenness centrality within sensorimotor areas (i.e., precentral 

gyrus, SMA) and (ii) weaker nodal betweenness centrality within visual 

areas (i.e., middle and inferior occipital gyrus) and within the caudate 

nucleus, an area recognized to be involved in emotional processing 

(Carretie et al. 2009). Taken together, these findings suggest that mu- 

sicians have improved information transmission efficiencies in  local 

white matter networks between areas known to be involved in sensory, 

motor and emotional processing. 

 
Box 3 
Basic Network Terminology used in Wang et al. (2013) study (Achard 

and Bullmore, 2007; Latora and Marchiori 2001; Stam and van Straaten 

2012). 
 

 
 

 
3.3. Using task-free fMRI 

 
The increasingly widespread use of task-free fMRI (i.e., use of 

resting-states)  also  begs  the  question  of  whether  brain  architecture 

 

Graph: Mathematical representation of a network. 

Vertex: Node of the network. A node can represent a parti- 

cular brain region 

Edge: A connection or a relation between two vertices/nodes 

Module: A subset of highly interconnected nodes that are re- 

latively sparsely connected to nodes in other modules 

Global parameters 

Characteristic path length: Number of  edges in the shortest 

path between  two vertices/nodes 

Clustering coefficient: Number of edges present between the 

neighbors of a vertex/node divided by the total possible number 

of edges between the neighbors 

Small-world network: A network that combined high clus- 

tering with short path lengths 

Global efficiency: Inverse of the characteristics path length 

Local efficiency: Efficiency computed from the set of neigh- 

bors of a vertex/node 

Regional parameters 

Degree: the degree of a vertex/node is the number of edges 

connected to this node 

Regional efficiency for a given vertex/node: Inverse of mean 

harmonic shortest path length between a given vertex/node and 

all the other vertexes/nodes of the network  (Achard  and 

Bullmore, 2007) 

Betweenness centrality: Fraction of all shortest paths that pass 

through a particular vertex or edge 



when at rest closely mirrors architecture at play when performing tasks 

such as cognitive or motor tasks. Opinions differ in the literature. Some 

agree with the existence of a close relationship between the topography 

of task-free  and task-evoked functional  networks (Lewis et al. 2009; 

Smith et al. 2009) whereas others are of mixed opinion (Buckner et al. 

2013; Mennes et al. 2013). For instance, Mennes et al. (2013) revealed 

a tight relationship between these two architectures within the default 

mode, and task-positive areas  (dorsal  attentional  areas,  dorso-lateral 

and ventral prefrontal areas, insula, and the supplementary motor area) 

but not within the subcortical, limbic, and primary sensory motor areas. 

Consequently, they came to the conclusion that a resting-state  func- 

tional connectivity approach offers a partial comprehension of the 

functional architecture of  the brain.  Recently, Cole et  al. (2014) un- 

covered the existence of an intrinsic standard architecture of functional 

brain organization that strongly contributes to  mapping  the  resting- 

state network architecture and to a lesser extent the task-evoked net- 

work architecture. More specifically, the network architecture during a 

specific task is principally shaped by the intrinsic standard architecture 

of functional  brain organization and additionally  by a limited set of 

task-general and task-specific evoked changes confined to a weak 

number of connections. This finding will help bridge the gap between 

task-free and task-evoked functional connectivity findings in the lit- 

erature and offers a better understanding of the functional architecture 

of the brain. Hence, using task-free fMRI appears to us justified in order 

to deepen our knowledge of mechanisms that underpin motor expertise. 

 
4. Conclusion 

 
This review paper provides insights into the neural mechanisms 

underlying motor expertise which is defined as being the result of in- 

tensive and extensive motor training reflected by a sheer volume of at 

least several thousand hours. It shows that 56.5% of the studies in- 

vestigated changes on a local level, 30.5% on a network level where 

interactions between pairs of brain components were considered, and 

the remaining 13% on a “higher order” of interaction known as network 

organization and based on graph theory. 

Taken together, this review’s  findings support  that structural  and 

functional changes occur in  response  to  lengthy-extensive  motor 

training and that this training shapes the human brain in areas related 

to the execution of the task, as recognized by the scientific community 

(Buschkuehl et al. 2012; Doyon et al. 2002; Guida et al. 2012; Jueptner 

et al. 1997). Consequently, observing practice-related changes in dif- 

ferent areas/systems among experts from all walks of life was to be 

expected. However, it should be highlighted that  changes  have  also 

been found in common areas/systems in musicians and athletes. 

Common intrinsic characteristics shared by seemingly dissimilar dis- 

ciplines count account for this. 

This review also points out the coexistence of different cortical 

patterns within and between various brain areas/systems. First, re- 

gardless of the cortical indices, be they structural or functional, three 

patterns of practice-related changes have been found: increase, de- 

crease, and a combination of increase and decrease. Increase means that 

higher values of a specific cortical measure are observed in experts 

compared to non-experts while decrease describes the reverse pattern. 

Combination of increase and decrease reflects the coexistence of dif- 

ferent patterns in skilled samples i.e. greater and weaker cortical 

measures in experts when compared to non-experts. One possible me- 

chanism to account for these observed divergent patterns could be that 

brain areas/systems evolve over time at different space and time scale. 

Taking this idea further and as supported by Wenger et al. (2017a,b), 

different areas may follow the same  change patterns but at different 

rates by going through different stages which are expansion, selection 

and renormalization of brain activity and structure. Of course, this is 

speculation. Going further, one can wonder whether the expansion-re- 

normalization model may account for the diverse manifestations of 

cortical plasticity. Second, along the same lines, the impact of local 

changes on inter-regional changes still remains unclear. In this review, 

it has been seen that greater structural changes observed at a local level 

in motor experts do not presume changes on structural and functional 

connectivity (Gerber et al. 2014 for structural  connectivity; Di et al. 

2012, Fauvel et al. 2014, Tan et al. 2017 for functional connectivity) 

and that greater or lower functional changes observed at a local level in 

experts do not infer changes on functional connectivity (Di et al. 2012, 

Li et al. 2015, Luo et al. 2014). This has been reflected by the existence 

of five patterns for “local changes-inter-regional changes”: “increase- 

absence of change”, “increase-increase”, “increase-decrease”, “de- 

crease-increase”, and “decrease-decrease” patterns. 

Consequently, such coexisting different patterns at a given point in 

time makes it difficult to interpret these data and consequently chal- 

lenges our understanding of  the  mechanisms  underlying  cortical 

changes induced by a lengthy-extensive motor training. A more ela- 

borate approach, such as a large-scale complex network approach based 

on graph theory seems to us necessary as it can facilitate the identifi- 

cation of organizational patterns in brain network and the comparisons 

across studies. 

 
5. Future perspectives 

 
In light of the results of the present review, there are still me- 

chanisms which are not yet fully understood such as the coexistence of 

various patterns of practice-related changes, the impact of local changes 

on inter-regional changes, or the structure-function relationship. Future 

research should pay careful attention to  any factors that might have 

influenced findings in previous research. Some recommendations are 

provided. 

First, diversity of sample constitution could be a possible cause for 

inconsistencies observed throughout this review. To name but a few: (i) 

diversity of participant gender across studies (i.e., male, female or both 

genders), (ii) diversity of experts’ selection within a study (i.e., different 

types of instruments played in musical studies, different types of sport 

disciplines practiced by experts), (iii) diversity of experts’ experience 

within a study (i.e., different initial onset of training, different weekly 

training hours), (iv) lack of match between control subjects and expert 

cohorts (i.e., possession by controls of motor experience in a different or 

a similar discipline than that of experts). Consequently, aware that re- 

cruiting motor expert performers and matched controls is not an easy 

task, careful attention has to be paid to this selection. 

Second, aware that studies of a cross-sectional nature do not enable 

us to understand how particular attributes acquired by motor expert 

performers have developed over time, following the same cohort of 

individuals over long time periods, i.e. several years, would seems to be 

an effective approach. However, in concrete terms and as rightly 

pointed out by Wang et al. (2013), this is hardly feasible, logistically 

difficult and time-consuming as evidenced by the very  few  studies 

which did it: Hyde et al. (2009) with 6-year old children following a 15- 

month musical training and Woollett and Maguire (2011) with adults 

undertaking a 3–4 year-training program to become licensed taxi dri- 

vers. Consequently, combining cross-sectional and longitudinal designs, 

i.e. following several differently aged cohorts possessing different levels 

of motor expertise over time, e.g. 2 or 3 years, could be an acceptable 

compromise. This could allow us to distinguish the effects of genetics or 

nature (e.g., innate giftedness,  hereditary predispositions) from en- 

vironmental influences or nurture (e.g., motor training, socioeconomic 

status, supportive social environment) since the same cohorts would be 

studied over time. 

Third, some neuroimaging techniques which have been used in the 

reviewed studies rely on derived measures that do not provide access to 

the plasticity process. Therefore, it is fundamental to develop histolo- 

gical, biochemical studies and MRI in animals to deepen understanding 

of micro-level changes underlying structural  changes  that  neuroima- 

ging techniques cannot reveal (e.g., Keifer et al. 2015;  Lerch  et  al. 

2011). 



Lastly, associating various imaging modalities (e.g., sMRI, DTI, task- 

free and task-related fMRIs) would allow researchers: (i) to lower the 

limitations of using a single modality, (ii) to obtain  a  more  refined 

picture of brain architecture (Wang et al. 2014), and (iii) to clarify the 

structure-function relationship. Besides, as suggested by Steele et al. 

(2012), associating these techniques with behavioral performance 

measures can display how cortical changes are associated with beha- 

vior. Using new analysis methods, such as multi-voxel pattern analysis 

(MVPA; Wiestler and Diedrichsen, 2013) or recent developed algo- 

rithms to detect time evolving communities (Bassett et al., 2013) could 

also be of help to shed new light on the mechanisms underlying cortical 

changes resulting from an extensive and intensive motor training. At 

least, conducting analyses at a network level with measures based on 

graph theory seem to be promising to understand the mechanisms un- 

derpinning motor expertise, and to improve our comprehension of brain 

architecture. 
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